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Dean’s Welcome
UTS Law is a dynamic and innovative law school, which has achieved great success for
the quality of its legal education and research. Our focus throughout has always been on
quality, sustainability and a commitment to social justice.
The legal education we offer is shaped by our commitment to practice-oriented learning.
This informs our curriculum, teaching styles, classroom interaction and assessment. It
means that our graduates have a sound knowledge of the legal discipline and the skills
and experience to ensure that they are work-ready.
Above all, we seek to provide a nurturing learning environment that will ensure students
facing challenges are supported and all of our students are provided with the opportunity
to fulfil their goals.
Welcome to the UTS Law community.
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Acknowledgement of Country
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both past and present, acknowledging them as the
traditional custodians of knowledge for these lands.
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The world
is changing
Choose a law degree that’s keeping pace.

STUDY WITH THE BEST
IT’S WHAT YOU KNOW – AND WHO

AT THE FOREFRONT OF THE
TECHNOLOGY REVOLUTION
Digital disruption is reshaping the legal
sector – and at UTS Law, we’re ready for
change. With technology-specific course
content and extracurricular programs,
research topics and hands-on experience
in the classroom, and our acclaimed Future
of the Legal Profession discussion series,
you’ll be ready for what the future holds.

A MORE JUST WORLD FOR ALL
When we talk about social justice, it’s
more than just lip service. UTS Law is
home to acclaimed research centres –
Anti-Slavery Australia, Australasian Legal
Information Institute (AustLII) and the
Centre for Media Transition – that use the
law as a tool for social change. There’s a
wealth of student-centred initiatives on
offer too – join the Brennan Justice and
Leadership Program, undertake applied
human rights fieldwork overseas or
participate in a global or local internship.
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Access to industry expertise is a crucial
part of the UTS Law experience. Study a
degree that’s underpinned by industry
input, build professional connections
with our networking events and career
seminars, take advantage of scholarships
funded by our legal and professional
partners, and benefit from our strong
relationships with industry, the
professions and the community.

REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE,
BEFORE YOU’RE IN THE
REAL WORLD
Experiential learning is about applying
what you’ve learned to real-world
challenges – and there’s no shortage
of real-world challenges here! Pursue
internships and fieldwork placements,
leadership programs (Brennan Justice and
Leadership Program, BUiLD), international
study experiences (Global Professional
Experience Project, Global Exchange
and Study Abroad, Summer and Winter
Schools), practical legal training, and
mooting and mentoring opportunities.

Not all law degrees are the same: what you
learn, and who you learn it from, makes
a big difference. Our teaching team is
comprised of professional and academic
leaders with expertise across all facets of
legal practice and research. They’ll help
you build your theoretical skills, practical
capabilities, and professional confidence –
essential tools for a legal career.

WORLD-CLASS CAMPUS,
GLOBAL CITY
UTS Law sits at the heart of one of
the world’s great cities. Based in the
Haymarket Campus, it’s in close proximity
to everything you need (the CBD, law
firms, barristers’ chambers, the courts
and other businesses; trains and buses;
and great places to eat and drink), and it’s
been designed with your needs in mind
– think state-of-the-art study spaces,
technology-enabled meeting rooms, a
dedicated law librarian and simulated
court facilities, to name a few.
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Technology.
It’s part of our
curriculum.
Digital disruption is transforming the legal
industry – think artificial intelligence tools
for research and discovery, online apps
for dispute resolution, and expert
systems that generate documents
like wills and contracts.
Today, a successful legal career is about
more than knowing how to apply the law:
the next generation of law jobs will be
shaped by the changing digital landscape.
As a university of technology, UTS is
ahead of the game when it comes to
preparing our students for next generation
legal careers. We’ve introduced subjects
that explore technology and the law in a
range of different contexts – disruptive
technologies, artificial intelligence,
automation and new methods of legal
interaction – and you can explore legal
technology issues as part of your
thesis research.
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We’re bringing new technologies into
the classroom to give you hands-on
experience with the tools that will
influence your future practice. And many
extracurricular activities, like mooting
competitions, the Allens Neota UTS Law
Tech Challenge for Social Justice and the
UTS-King & Wood Mallesons #breakinglaw
Hackathon, will bring you face-to-face
with critical technology-driven issues that
are impacting the legal sector today.
This means you’ll graduate with a sense of
the bigger picture – as well as top-notch
legal knowledge, you’ll understand the
ways in which technology and the law are
intertwined, and you’ll be ready for the
challenges and opportunities presented by
emerging technologies. With these skills,
you’ll be ready for the realities of your
chosen profession. You’ll be a graduate of
tomorrow – but you’ll be ready today.

Faculty of Law

Juris Doctor

Dr Philippa Ryan
BA, LLB (Hons), Master of Education,
PhD (Law)
Philippa is an expert in commercial equity
and the impact of digital disruption on the
legal profession. A founding member of
the UTS Blockchain Creative Cluster, her
research examines legal technologies,
bitcoin and the blockchain; and trust
protocols in decentralised economies and
on blockchain networks. This research
program underpins her teaching on
topics such as cryptocurrencies, smart
contracts, driverless devices, and artificial
intelligence, among others. Philippa is
currently piloting the use of discourse
analytics software, in partnership with
the UTS Connected Intelligence Centre, to
improve law students’ legal writing skills.

Dominic Woolrych
CEO, LawPath
JD Graduate
Dominic believes having a dual skillset
is vital in today’s commercial law
environment. This has been crucial to
his success at LawPath, an online legal
service that connects lawyers with clients
and provides technology powered legal
services at a fraction of the time, cost and
complexity of the traditional system.

“In the next five
to ten years the
role of the lawyer
will change.
Technology will
allow lawyers to
more efficiently
do their work –
and this efficiency
will benefit
the client.”
DOMINIC WOOLRYCH

As the legal industry continues to undergo
a period of major transition, Dominic is
adamant that the most successful law
graduates will be those that are multiskilled. An innovator at heart, he was
named an Individual Winner in the 2015
Australian Legal Innovation Index for his
commitment to thinking more deeply
about how clients can get the best value
out of legal document automation.
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Not all JDs are
created equal
FLEXIBLE STUDY OPTIONS?
WE MEAN IT
Study how you want, when you want.
We offer full-time or part-time study,
daytime or evening lectures for core
subjects, online and block study for
selected electives and intensive
summer sessions to help you juggle
study, work and life. Need more?
Many of our lectures are recorded, so
if you miss a class, you can catch up
in your own time.

Here’s why
you should
choose ours

THERE’S MORE TO LIFE
THAN FINAL EXAMS
At UTS Law, there are no 100% final
exams. We repeat: there are no 100%
final exams. In fact, we offer a wide
range of assessment tasks, based
on real-world law scenarios – so
you’ll be preparing for professional
success while you study.

PRACTICAL LEGAL TRAINING
– TAKE THE NEXT STEP
Finishing your degree is one thing,
but you need to complete practical
legal training (PLT) before you can
practise law in NSW. And you’re in
luck: UTS was the first university in
Sydney to offer PLT, thanks to our
Graduate Certificate in Professional
Legal Practice. And, as a UTS
student, you’ll be on familiar ground
– the Grad Cert will feel like an extra
component of your degree.
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WORK-READY

COUNT YOUR PENNIES

Knowing the law and how to apply it
is a core aspect of a comprehensive
law degree. At UTS, we’ll help you
build these skills – and much more.
Our courses are built on a range of
graduate attributes designed to
prepare you for the world of work.
You’ll learn to be professional,
curious and self-motivated, and
you’ll build skills in critical evaluation,
collaboration and communication –
all before you’ve left UTS.

No matter what they say, the best
things in life aren’t actually free –
but a discount sure helps. UTS
Alumni receive a 10% saving on
tuition fees for full-fee-paying
courses.
alumni.uts.edu.au/benefits/
alumni-advantage

Faculty of Law

Juris Doctor

Average age

30.5
Age range: 20 – 70

Student study mode
70%

30%

FULLTIME

PARTTIME

3 or 4
subjects
per session

1 or 2
subjects
per session

PREVIOUS AREA OF STUDY INCLUDE:

JD Snapshot
Arts
Biomedical Science
Business
Communication
Construction
Creative Writing
Design
Engineering
Finance
Global Studies
Information Technology
International Studies
Journalism
Mathematics and Finance
Media Arts and Production
Project Management
Property Development
Nursing
Science
Sport and Exercise Management

Students from all around the globe

Student’s country of birth
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Graduates
of the future
A successful legal career is about more than
understanding the law. At UTS, tomorrow’s graduates are
equipped with a range of attributes that are embedded
in every law subject at UTS. Their purpose? To prepare
you for a global workforce where change is the only
constant. You’ll be a critical thinker who can analyse
information and question its source. You’ll be professional
yet personable, ready to build strong professional
connections, thrive in high pressure environments,
and strike a balance between life and work.

3. CRITICAL ANALYSIS
AND EVALUATION

Here’s how we’ll
get you there:
1. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE
Know the law – inside and out. You’ll build
a wealth of advanced and integrated legal
knowledge, including an understanding of
the Australian legal system, social justice,
cultural and international contexts, legal
ethics, and contemporary developments in
law and legal practice.

2. ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Honesty, integrity, accountability, public
service and ethical standards are the
core values of our degrees. As a graduate,
you’ll understand ethical decision making
and professional responsibility, be able
to reflect on and respond to ethical
challenges in practice, and learn to
exercise sound professional judgement.
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A well-rounded professional can think
critically, strategically and creatively. You’ll
gain the ability to identify and articulate
complex legal issues, apply reasoning
and research to generate appropriate
theoretical and practical responses, and
demonstrate sophisticated cognitive and
creative skills in your approach to complex
legal issues.

4. RESEARCH SKILLS
Well-developed cognitive and practical
skills will enable you to identify, research,
evaluate and synthesise relevant factual,
legal and policy issues – important stuff
for a legal career. You’ll also be able to
demonstrate the intellectual and practical
skills required to interpret theoretical
propositions and legal methodologies,
and justify your own conclusions and
professional decisions.

Our graduate attributes are the
values that underpin our courses,
our curriculum and our assessment
– and they’re there to prepare you
for life after your degree.

5. COMMUNICATION
AND COLLABORATION
The walk is good but the talk is crucial.
You’ll gain effective and appropriate
professional communication skills,
including highly effective English
language capabilities; an ability to inform,
analyse, report and persuade using an
appropriate medium and message; and
an ability to respond appropriately in
professional contexts.

6. SELF-MANAGEMENT
Self-starters can get themselves where
they need to go. You’ll build a high
level of autonomy, accountability and
professionalism, as well as the ability to
implement appropriate self-management
and lifelong learning strategies. Gain
confidence with self-directed work and
learning, judgment and responsibility,
self-assessment of skills, personal
wellbeing and appropriate use of
feedback, and build the capacity to
adapt to and embrace change.
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A reflection of
our success

Flora Wong
Director Financial Crime Compliance
(FCC) Governance
Standard Chartered Bank (SCB),
Hong Kong
JD Graduate
My job mainly involves supporting the
Country Head of FCC to ensure appropriate
oversight of financial crime compliance
in Hong Kong. What I find rewarding in this
role is the ability to help shape the future
of the banking industry in Hong Kong via
the regulatory consultations and various
industry-wide projects. Law school taught
me the importance of structuring thoughts
and arguments and the importance of
being able to react quickly and think on
one’s feet, an important skill to have in
Hong Kong’s fast-paced finance industry.
The decision to study the Juris Doctor
was primarily to advance my career. I was
enjoying my work in Risk and Compliance
within the financial services industry and
working on solving problems on how to
implement legal guidance into workable
policies and procedures.
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“UTS is a rare
example of the
success that
flows from being
forward thinking
and relevant.”
SEAN MCCANN
JDMBA GRADUATE

Sean McCann
Consultant, Mergers and Acquisitions
Corporate Tax Group
PwC Australia
JDMBA Graduate
My role involves assisting a range
of large multinational organisations
with acquisitions and other complex
commercial and tax consulting projects.
Every day I utilise the critical thinking
developed through my studies to solve
complex problems for our clients and
achieve their strategic goals.
The most rewarding aspect of the
JDMBA program at UTS was the
opportunity to study closely with
progressive legal and business
minds. It helped me develop a greater
understanding of the inner workings of
the business world and the relevance of
legislative and case law interpretation.
UTS is a rare example of the success that
flows from being forward thinking and
relevant. It is a great place to begin to
develop a strong professional network
and is something that you will continue to
leverage off as your career progresses.

Faculty of Law

Juris Doctor

Blake Egelton
Associate, Clyde & Co
JD Graduate
My job involves running large multinational court and international arbitration
proceedings for a variety of domestic and
international clients. The most rewarding
aspect of my role is working as part of a
team (with the partners, senior lawyers and
junior staff) and with the client to achieve
the outcome that they are hoping for. My
work has been recognised as a Finalist
in the 2017 Lawyers Weekly 30 Under
30 Award and as an Insurance Business
‘Young Gun’.
I thoroughly enjoyed studying at UTS. I
found the lecturers were personable,
approachable and more focused on
the practical aspects of the profession.
The JD cohort had an interesting mix
of professionals from all different
professional backgrounds which provided
an excellent opportunity to network and
I was lucky to leave UTS with a great
network of colleagues.

Sophie Christodoulou
Insurance Solicitor, HWL Ebsworth
JD Graduate
I work within a team of solicitors that
specialise in providing advice to corporate
clients on asbestos exposure cases. This
requires detailed medical investigations,
as well as the review of employment
records and research into asbestos
products, including the history of their
manufacture and supply. The nature of my
work means that I frequently attend both
the District Court and the Dust Diseases
Tribunal in Sydney to represent clients.
Many universities offer law degrees but
none will offer you the same experience
as UTS. If you are looking to study in an
environment where students help one
another, where staff members are more
than willing to offer you their time and
support, and where the broader university
community is nothing short of welcoming
and kind, then you need look no further
than UTS Law.

Avril Ford
Corporate Counsel,
Legal Sustainability and
Risk Team Canon Australia
JD Graduate
Primarily, my role involves transactional
commercial law like sales and reseller
contracts and trade promotion terms,
advising on Australian competition and
consumer law, and dispute handling.
I managed Canon’s B2B commercial
contracts team for some years and two
of our lawyers encouraged me to study
law. I thought about Canon’s place in
the IT sector and how law was another
qualification that is transferable across
industries. The breadth of topics studied in
the JD opened my eyes to the possibilities
of working in more areas of the law than I
originally contemplated.
My advice for students undertaking the
JD is to be kind to yourself especially if
you are working full-time. Set realistic
expectations and remember you do not
have 100% to give to everything in your life;
there’s only 100% to start with.
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Which
right for
JURIS DOCTOR (JD)
Get ready to become a practising lawyer
(after completion of Practical Legal
Training), or to advance your career in
another field where legal qualifications are
valued. The UTS JD is known for its highquality course content, flexible structure
and extensive experiential learning
opportunities. It’s also internationally
recognised – where you go, it goes too!

JURIS DOCTOR
GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE IN
TRADE MARK LAW
AND PRACTICE
(JDGCTMLP)
One degree, two qualifications, and
specialist skills in trade mark law. With
the JDGCTMLP, you’ll graduate ready to
register as a trade mark attorney, and
you’ll also be qualified to practise law
(after completion of Practical Legal
Training) once you finish your course.
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JURIS DOCTOR
MASTER OF
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY (JDMIP)
JURIS DOCTOR
GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE IN
PROFESSIONAL
LEGAL PRACTICE
(JDGCPLP)
In a hurry? The JDGCPLP incorporates
our world-class JD qualification with a
Practical Legal Training component: as
soon as you graduate, you’ll be ready to
practise as a lawyer. The best bit is, it’s
still a 3-year degree – our unique Summer
session structure lets you complete all
your degree requirements in the same
period as you’d complete a standard JD.

IP enthusiast? Get two qualifications
in one with the unique UTS JDMIP. You’ll
graduate ready to register as a patent or
trade mark attorney and to practise as a
lawyer (after completion of Practical Legal
Training). It’s flexible too: daytime and
evening core JD subjects are taught on
campus every week, while IP subjects are
offered entirely online.

JURIS DOCTOR
MASTER OF
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
(JDMBA)
Business and law go hand in hand and
nowhere better than with this combined
degree. Enjoy a flexible course structure,
acquire world-class postgraduate
business and law qualifications, and gain
exposure to professional practice in
both disciplines.

degree is
me?
Juris Doctor (JD)

Juris Doctor
Master of
Intellectual
Property (JDMIP)

Juris Doctor
Graduate
Certificate
Trade Mark Law
and Practice
(JDGCTMLP)

Juris Doctor
Graduate
Certificate
Professional
Legal Practice
(JDGCPLP)

Juris Doctor
Master of
Business
Administration
(JDMBA)

I want to be a
practising lawyer

I want to be a
practising lawyer and
register as a patent or
trade marks attorney

I want to be a
practising lawyer and
register as a trade
marks attorney

I want to be a
practising lawyer in
the quickest possible
time

I want a world-class
business and law
postgraduate
qualification

Full-time option

3 years

3.5 years

3.5 years

3 years (includes
Summer study)

4 years

Part-time option

5 years (includes
Summer study)

5.5 years (includes
Summer study)

5 years (includes
Summer study)

5 years (includes
Summer study)

No part-time option

Number of subjects

21

25

23

24

29

Is this for me?

Structure

How is it taught?

Available to
international students
When can I start?
Entry requirements

144 credit points

168 credit points

156 credit points

162 credit points

192 credit points

––

15 JD core
subjects (108cp)

––

––

15 JD core
subjects
(108cp)

––

13 JD core
subjects (96cp)

1 legal theory
option (6cp)

15 JD core
subjects
(108cp)

––

––

15 JD core
subjects
(108cp)

––

––

––

1 legal theory
option (6cp)

8 MBA core
subjects (48cp)

5 JD options
(30cp)

4 Trade Mark
Law and
Practice
subjects (24cp)

––

––

8 Intellectual
Property
subjects (48cp)

––

––

5 JD options
(30cp)

4 MBA Business
Law subjects
(24cp)

––

1 legal theory
option (6cp)

––

––

3 JD Options
(18cp)

––

3 JD options
(18cp)

3 PLT subjects
(18cp) +
Practical
Experience

––

1 legal theory
option (6cp)

––

1 legal theory
option (6cp)

––

1 JD option (6cp)

Core JD subjects –
weekly on-campus
classes taught in the
day or evening

Core JD subjects –
weekly on-campus
classes taught in the
day or evening

Core JD subjects –
weekly on-campus
classes taught in the
day or evening

Core JD subjects –
weekly on-campus
classes taught in the
day or evening

JD Options – mixture
of on-campus, block
or online classes

IP subjects – all
offered entirely online

IP subjects – all
offered entirely online

JD Options – mixture
of on-campus, block
or online classes

JD Options – mixture
of on-campus, block
or online classes

JD Options – mixture
of on-campus, block
or online classes

No

No

Yes

PLT – option to study
online or on-campus
Yes

Core JD and MBA
subjects – weekly
on-campus classes
taught in the day or
evening
JD Options – mixture
of on-campus, block
or online classes

Yes

Autumn and Spring sessions
A non-law bachelor degree with credit average or above
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Juris Doctor

No law degree?
No problem.
The UTS JD is an internationally recognised graduate
entry qualification for non-law graduates. It prepares you
to work as a lawyer (after completion of Practical Legal
Training), or to apply your legal expertise to a wealth of
different careers. The best part? UTS is the foremost
provider of JD education in Sydney – and it shows.
Our industry-informed curriculum is built on academic
rigour, and champions practical experience. And the
course is seriously flexible: day and evening classes for
core subjects, selected block subjects and online study
for electives, as well as recorded lectures and podcasts
(for some subjects) if you need to catch up. We’re also
committed to supporting our students, with a series of
mentoring programs to guide you during your studies.

Juris Doctor (JD)
Course Code: 		

C04236

Duration: 			
			

3 years full-time
5 years part-time

			Option to balance your study
load by undertaking subjects
within the Summer Session/s.
Teaching Mode:
Core subjects: on-campus in both day and night time slots.
Electives: mix of on-campus, block mode and online classes.
Admission requirements:
A non-law bachelor degree with a credit average or above.
Completion of this qualification does not guarantee entry. Offers are
based on academic merit and are made on a competitive basis.

Juris Doctor with Distinction
Distinction is based on academic excellence throughout
the degree – min 75% Weighted Average Mark (WAM).
See handbook.uts.edu.au/law
Fees and FEE-HELP
Eligible students can apply for FEE-HELP to help cover
the tuition fees for this course. See page 42 for details.
Course intakes: Autumn and Spring sessions
Available to international students: Yes
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Faculty of Law

Juris Doctor

FULL-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

70102
Foundations of
Law 8cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

70327
Commercial Law 6cp

70109
Evidence 6cp

70106
Principles of Public
International Law 6cp

JD option 6cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70104
Civil Practice 6cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

70107
Principles of Company
Law 8cp

JD option 6cp

70114
Criminal Law and
Procedure 8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional
Law 8cp

70317
Real Property
8cp

70517
Equity and Trusts 8cp

Legal theory option
6cp

JD option 6cp

JD option 6cp

JD option 6cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

PART-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

70102
Foundations of Law
8cp

70114
Criminal Law and
Procedure 8cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70327
Commercial Law 6cp

70317
Real Property 8cp

70109
Evidence 6cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional Law
8cp

70104
Civil Practice 6cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

70617
Administrative Law
8cp

Year 4

Year 5

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

70517
Equity and Trusts 8cp

70107
Principles of Company
Law 8cp

JD option 6cp

JD option 6cp

JD option 6cp

70106
Principles of Public
International Law 6cp

Legal theory option 6cp

JD option 6cp

JD option 6cp

Juris Doctor (JD)

144CP = 108CP + 6CP + 30CP
21 Subjects

15 JD Core
Subjects

1 Legal Theory
Option

5 JD Options
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For more than 25 years,
UTS has led the way in the
delivery of academically
rigorous – and industry
recognised – IP courses.
The JDMIP combines legal and specialist IP qualifications
in a single degree that’s accredited with the Trans-Tasman
IP Attorneys Board (TTIAB).
You’ll study core law subjects and IP theory, build
professional expertise in patents and trade marks, and
you’ll graduate ready to register as a patent or trade mark
attorney in Australia and New Zealand. Blended learning is
also key to this course: core law subjects are delivered on
campus, while IP subjects are offered entirely online.

Juris Doctor Master of
Intellectual Property
(JDMIP)
Course Code: 		

C04363

Duration: 			
			

3.5 years full-time
5.5 years part-time

			Option to balance your study
load by undertaking subjects
within the Summer Session/s.
Teaching Mode:
JD Core subjects: on-campus in both day and night time slots.
IP subjects: offered entirely online.
Admission requirements:
A non-law bachelor degree with a credit average or above.
Completion of this qualification does not guarantee entry. Offers are
based on academic merit and are made on a competitive basis.

Juris Doctor with Distinction
Available within the JD component of the JDMIP. Distinction
is based on academic excellence throughout the degree
(min 75% WAM). See handbook.uts.edu.au/law
Fees and FEE-HELP
Eligible students can apply for FEE-HELP to help cover the
tuition fees for this course. See page 42 for details.
Course intakes: Autumn and Spring sessions
Available to international students: No

*It is recommended that anyone seeking registration as a Patent or Trade Mark Attorney, apply to the Trans-Tasman IP Attorneys Board (TTIAB) for approval of their
academic qualifications before commencing any study of the nine topic groups. www.ttipattorney.gov.au
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Faculty of Law

Juris Doctor

FULL-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

70102
Foundations of
Law 8cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

70327
Commercial Law
6cp

70109
Evidence 6cp

70106
Principles
of Public
International Law
6cp

Legal theory
option 6cp

77891
Patent Systems
6cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70104
Civil Practice 6cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

70107
Principles of
Company Law 8cp

77889
Trade Marks Law
6cp

77893
Designs Law and
Practice 6cp

70114
Criminal Law and
Procedure 8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional
Law 8cp

70317
Real Property
8cp

70517
Equity and Trusts
8cp

77905
Preparing for
Intellectual
Property Practice
6cp

77890
Trade Marks
Practice 6cp

77894
Drafting of Patent
Specifications 6cp

77898
Patent Law 6cp

77895
Interpretation and
Validity of Patent
Specifications
6cp

JD option 6cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

PART-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

70102
Foundations of
Law 8cp

70114
Criminal Law and
Procedure 8cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70104
Civil Practice
6cp

70327
Commercial
Law 6cp

70109
Evidence 6cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional
Law 8cp

70317
Real Property
8cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

70517
Equity and
Trusts 8cp

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

70107
Principles of
Company Law 8cp

Legal theory option
6cp

JD Option 6cp

77889
Trade Marks Law 6cp

77895
Interpretation and
Validity of Patent
Specifications 6cp

77893
Designs Law and
Practice 6cp

70106
Principles of Public
International Law
6cp

77905
Preparing for
Intellectual Property
Practice 6cp

77898
Patent Law 6cp

77891
Patent Systems 6cp

77890
Trade Marks Practice
6cp

77894
Drafting of Patent
Specifications 6cp

Juris Doctor Master of Intellectual Property (JDMIP)

168CP = 108CP + 6CP
25 Subjects

15 JD Core
Subjects

1 Legal Theory
Option

+ 6CP + 48CP
1 JD Option

8 Intellectual
Property subjects
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Don’t waste time with
two degrees when you
can gain specialist
skills in one.
The Juris Doctor Graduate Certificate in Trade Mark Law
and Practice prepares you to work as both a lawyer and a
trade mark attorney.
You’ll gain fundamental legal skills alongside specialist
knowledge of the trade mark system, including the
protection of unregistered marks and protection against
misleading or unfair trading conduct in Australia. The
Graduate Certificate – which you can study entirely online
– is accredited by the Trans-Tasman IP Attorneys Board
(TTIAB) once you graduate, you can register as a trade
mark attorney in Australia and New Zealand.

Juris Doctor Graduate
Certificate in Trade
Mark Law and Practice
(JDGCTMLP)
Course Code: 		

C04364

Duration: 			
			

3.5 years full-time
5 years part-time

			Option to balance your study
load by undertaking subjects
within the Summer Session/s.
Teaching Mode:
JD Core subjects: on-campus in both day and night time slots.
IP subjects: offered entirely online.
Admission requirements:
A non-law bachelor degree with a credit average or above.
Completion of this qualification does not guarantee entry. Offers are
based on academic merit and are made on a competitive basis.

Juris Doctor with Distinction
Available within the JD component of the JDGCTMLP.
Distinction is based on academic excellence throughout
the degree (min 75% WAM). Rules apply, see
handbook.uts.edu.au/law
Fees and FEE-HELP
Eligible students can apply for FEE-HELP to help cover the
tuition fees for this course. See page 42 for details.
Course intakes: Autumn and Spring sessions
Available to international students: No

*It is recommended that anyone seeking registration as a Patent or Trade Mark Attorney, apply to the Trans-Tasman IP Attorneys Board (TTIAB) for approval of their
academic qualifications before commencing any study of the nine topic groups. www.ttipattorney.gov.au
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FULL-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

70102 Foundations
of Law 8cp

70211 Contracts
8cp

70327 Commercial
Law 6cp

70517
Equity and Trusts
8cp

70106 Principles
of Public
International Law
6cp

77890
Trade Marks
Practice 6cp

JD Option 6cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70104
Civil Practice 6cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

70107
Principles of
Company Law 8cp

Trade Mark Law
and Practice
Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

70114
Criminal Law and
Procedure 8cp

70616 Australian
Constitutional
Law 8cp

70317
Real Property 8cp

70109 Evidence
6cp

77905 Preparing
for Intellectual
Property Practice
6cp

Legal Theory
Option 6cp
Theory Option
6cp

77889
Trade Marks Law
6cp

JD Option 6cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

PART-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

70102
Foundations of
Law 8cp

70114
Criminal Law and
Procedure 8cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70104
Civil Practice 6cp

70327
Commercial Law
6cp

70109
Evidence 6cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional Law
8cp

70317
Real Property 8cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

70517
Equity and Trusts
8cp

Year 4

Year 5

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

70107
Principles of Company
Law 8cp

Legal theory option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

77890
Trade Marks Practice 6cp

70106
Principles of Public
International Law 6cp

JD Option 6cp

77905
Preparing for Intellectual
Property Practice 6cp

77889
Trade Marks Law 6cp

Trade Mark Law and
Practice Option 6cp

Juris Doctor Graduate Certificate Trade Mark Law and Practice (JDGCTMLP)

156CP = 108CP + 6CP
23 Subjects

15 JD Core
Subjects

1 Legal Theory
Option

+ 18CP + 24CP
3 JD
Options

4 Trade Mark Law and
Practice subjects
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Want to go straight
from classroom to
courtroom?
This course combines an internationally recognised law
degree with the practical legal training (PLT) required
for admission to practise law in NSW. In fact, it’s the only
integrated law and PLT degree in Sydney. It’s a great option
if you’re in a hurry – you can complete it in three years
(with some summer study), just like a straight JD – without
compromising on quality. You’ll still enjoy the rigorous
curriculum, practical experience and flexible course
structure of the UTS JD – and the esteem it’s held in by
prospective employers.

Juris Doctor Graduate
Certificate in
Professional Legal
Practice (JDGCPLP)
Course Code: 		

C04320

Duration: 			
			

3 years full-time
5 years part-time

			Option to balance your study
load by undertaking subjects
within the Summer Session/s.
Teaching Mode:
JD Core subjects: on-campus in both day and night time slots.
PLT subjects: option to undertake on-campus, block or
distance mode (with 2-4 days limited on-campus attendance).
Admission requirements:
A non-law bachelor degree with a credit average or above.
Completion of this qualification does not guarantee entry. Offers are
based on academic merit and are made on a competitive basis.

Juris Doctor with Distinction
Available within the JD component of the JDGCPLP. Distinction
is based on academic excellence throughout the degree
(min 75% WAM). Rules apply, see handbook.uts.edu.au/law
Fees and FEE-HELP
Eligible students can apply for FEE-HELP to help cover the
tuition fees for this course. See page 42 for details.
Course intakes: Autumn and Spring sessions
Available to international students: Yes
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Juris Doctor

FULL-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

70102
Foundations of
Law 8cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

70327
Commercial Law
6cp

70104
Civil Practice
6cp

70517
Equity and
Trusts 8cp

Legal Theory
Option 6cp

70107
Principles of
Company
Law 6cp

JD Option
6cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70317
Real Property
8cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

JD Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

75424
Legal and
Professional
Skills 6cp
[PLT Subject]

70114
Criminal Law
and Procedure
8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional
Law 8cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

70106
Principles
of Public
International
Law 6cp

JD Option 6cp

75422
Transactional
Practice 6cp
[PLT Subject]

JD Option 6cp

75423
Litigation
and Estate
Practice 6cp
[PLT Subject]

70109
Evidence 6cp

75411
Practical
Experience
0cp

PART-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

70102
Foundations of
Law 8cp

70114
Criminal Law and
Procedure 8cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70104
Civil Practice 6cp

70327
Commercial Law
6cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional
Law 8cp

70317
Real Property 8cp

70109
Evidence 6cp

70517
Equity and Trusts
8cp

Year 4

Year 5

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Summer Session

70107
Principles of
Company Law 8cp

Legal Theory
option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

75424
Legal and Professional
Skills 6cp [PLT Subject]

75423
Litigation and
Estate Practice 6cp
[PLT Subject]

70106
Principles of Public
International Law
6cp

JD Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

75422
Transactional Practice
6cp [PLT Subject]

75411
Practical Experience 0cp

Juris Doctor Graduate Certificate Professional Legal Practice (JDGCPLP)

162CP = 108CP + 6CP + 30CP + 18CP
24 Subjects

15 JD Core
Subjects

1 Legal Theory
Option

5 JD Options

3 PLT subjects +
Practical Experience
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A business degree or a law
qualification? Choose both,
with the Juris Doctor Master
of Business Administration.
Expertise in business and law is highly valued in a range
of professions, so you’ll never be short on ways to
apply your skills. In fact, this world-class postgraduate
qualification prepares you to be effective, adaptable
and ready to operate in a global environment, no matter
which sector you want to work in. You’ll be exposed to
professional practice in both disciplines and study in
world-class facilities, right near Sydney’s entrepreneurial
Ultimo precinct.

Juris Doctor
Master Business
Administration
(JDMBA)
Course Code: 		

C04250

Duration: 			

4 years full-time only

			Option to balance your study
load by undertaking subjects
within the Summer Session/s.
Teaching Mode:
Core subjects: on-campus in both day and night time slots.
Electives: mix of on-campus, block mode and online classes.
Admission requirements:
A non-law bachelor degree with a credit average or above.
Completion of this qualification does not guarantee entry. Offers are
based on academic merit and are made on a competitive basis.

Juris Doctor with Distinction
Available within the JD component of the JDMBA. Distinction
is based on academic excellence throughout the degree
(min 75% WAM). Rules apply, see handbook.uts.edu.au/law
Fees and FEE-HELP
Eligible students can apply for FEE-HELP to help cover
the tuition fees for this course. See page 42 for details.
Course intakes: Autumn and Spring sessions
Available to international students: Yes
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Juris Doctor

FULL-TIME INDICATIVE PROGRAM
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

Autumn Session

Spring Session

21878
Organisational
Dialogue:
Theory and
Practice 6cp

25742
Financial
Management
6cp

22747
Accounting
for Managerial
Decisions 6cp

23706
Economics for
Management
6cp

21928
People, Work and
Employment 6cp

70109
Evidence 6cp

70107
Principles of
Company
Law 6cp

Legal Theory
Option 6cp

21937
Managing,
Leading and
Stewardship
6cp

70114
Criminal Law
and Procedure
8cp

70211
Contracts 8cp

24734
Marketing
Management
6cp

21715
Strategic
Management
6cp

70617
Administrative
Law 8cp

70106
Principles
of Public
International
Law 6cp

JD Option 6cp

70102
Foundations of
Law 6cp

70311
Torts 8cp

70616
Australian
Constitutional
Law 8cp

70327
Commercial
Law 6cp

71116
Remedies 6cp

70517
Equity and
Trusts 8cp

Business Law
Submajor
Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

70104
Civil Practice
6cp

70317
Real Property
8cp

Business Law
Submajor
Option 6cp

JD Option 6cp

70103
Ethics Law and
Justice 6cp

Juris Doctor Master of Business Administration (JDMBA)

192CP = 96CP + 6CP
29 Subjects

13 JD Core
Subjects

1 Legal Theory
Option

+ 18CP + 48CP + 24CP
3 JD Options

8 MBA core
subjects

4 MBA Business Law
sub-major subjects
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Offering Genuine
Flexibility
Offering genuine flexibility is important to us and we believe we offer the most
flexible JD in Sydney. Enjoy the benefits our flexible timetabling, small class
sizes and student centred practice-oriented learning model provide. The JD is
structured with core law subjects offered in multiple timeslots as both day and
evening classes and intensive block study in some electives, helping you to tailor
classes to suit your needs. The ability to switch easily between full-time and parttime study is also available if your circumstances change. Recorded lectures can
also be accessed on your portable devices enabling you to listen to them at times
convenient for you.

Class sizes consist of max 35 – 40 students

Sample Timetable
JD student working part-time (shift work) and studying full-time days – Autumn session (3 core subjects)
Example timetable: Full-time student
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

9am
10am

Ethics Law and Justice
(180 mins)

11am

Foundations of Law
(120 mins)

12pm
1pm
2pm

Criminal Law and
Procedure (120 mins)

Foundations of Law
(120 mins)
Criminal Law and
Procedure (120 mins)

3pm
4pm
5pm

JD student working full-time (days) and studying part-time evenings – Autumn session (2 core subjects)
Example timetable: Part-time student
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

5pm
6pm
7pm

Ethics Law and Justice
(180 mins)

Foundations of Law
(120 mins)

Foundations of Law
(120 mins)

8pm
9pm

Visit: timetable.uts.edu.au to plan your timetable
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All JD core subjects are offered
in multiple timeslots as day
& evening classes
FOUNDATIONS OF LAW

CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

ETHICS LAW AND JUSTICE

2 classes per week for 12 weeks
(select one from the 11 options)

2 classes per week for 11 weeks
(select one from the 9 options)

2 classes per week for 11 weeks
(select one from the 13 options)

Monday and Wednesday

Monday & Wednesday

Monday

9am – 11am

1pm – 3pm

9am – 12pm

2pm – 4pm

3pm – 5pm

11am – 2pm

4pm – 6pm

5.30pm – 7.30pm

2pm – 5pm

5pm – 7pm

6.30pm – 8.30pm

3pm – 6pm

6pm – 8pm

Tuesday & Thursday

6pm – 9pm

Tuesday and Thursday

9am – 11am

Tuesday

9am – 11am

11am – 1pm

9am – 12pm

11am – 1pm

2pm – 4pm

12pm – 2pm

6.30pm – 8.30pm

2pm – 4pm

7pm – 9pm

5pm – 7pm
6pm – 8pm

Wednesday
9am – 12pm
12pm –3pm
3pm –6pm
5pm – 8pm

Friday
9am – 12pm
12pm –3pm

The options above are based on the timetable for Autumn session 2018 and are indicative
only. Whilst it is anticipated that similar offerings will be available for each session, you will
need to check the final published timetable for availability. The timetable is published in
October for the following year to allow students to plan their sessions a year in advance.

3pm –6pm
5pm – 8pm
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Juris Doctor
core curriculum
At UTS Law, there are no 100% final exams.
In fact, we offer a wide range of assessment tasks, and they’re all based on real-world law
scenarios – so you’ll be preparing for professional success while you study.

70102 FOUNDATIONS OF LAW
––

In Class Assessments 30%

––

Case Note 30%

––

Statutory Interpretation Exercise
40%

70103 ETHICS LAW AND JUSTICE
––

Legal Writing 25%

––

Seminar Engagement 35%

––

Final Exam 40%

70114 CRIMINAL LAW
AND PROCEDURE
––

Legal Writing 25%

––

Assignment 35%

––

Final Exam 40%

70211 CONTRACTS
––

Seminar Preparation 15%

––

Written Assessment 35%

––

Final Exam 50%

70311 TORTS
––

Class Participation 20%

––

Research Essay 20%

––

Final Exam 60%

70104 CIVIL PRACTICE
––

Civil Practice Essay 30%

––

Class Participation, Including Inclass Analysis Presentation 30%

––

Final Exam 40%

70327 COMMERCIAL LAW
––

Class Participation 10%

––

Short Statutory Interpretation
Assignment 10%

––

Statutory Interpretation
Assignment 30%

––

Final Exam 50%

70317 REAL PROPERTY
––

Tutorial Preparation Exercises 30%

––

Assignment 20%

––

Final Exam 50%
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71116 REMEDIES
––

Research Assignment 25%

––

Research Essay 25%

––

Final Exam 50%

70109 EVIDENCE
––

Assignment 40%

––

Final Exam 50%

––

Class Participation 10%

70617 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
––

Class Attendance and
Participation 40%

––

Assignment 30%

––

Final Exam 30%

70517 EQUITY AND TRUSTS
––

Student Contribution to
Learning 30%

––

Research Essay 40%

––

Legal Advice 30%

70106 PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC
INTERNATIONAL LAW
––

Class Participation 20%

––

Written Memorial 60%

––

Oral Submission 20%

70107 PRINCIPLES OF
COMPANY LAW
––

Seminar Participation 15%

––

Research Essay 35%

––

Final Exam 50%

70616 AUSTRALIAN
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
––

Research Essay 20%

––

Seminar Participation 40%

––

Final Exam 40%

Full subject descriptions and indicative
subject outlines are available via:
handbook.uts.edu.au/law
Assessments are based on UTS Handbook
2018 and are subject to change

Juris Doctor
Options
Graduating with a degree that
demonstrates a specialised focus is
extremely valuable. Over 80 master’s
level options are offered within the JD.
This will also give you up to 50% credit
towards a UTS Master of Laws (LLM),
a qualification highly regarded to
advance a career in legal practice.
JD Options are offered in a variety of
formats, this includes intensive block
attendance, distance, weekend classes
and standard on-campus mode.
Full subject descriptions and indicative
subject outlines are available via:
handbook.uts.edu.au/law

Faculty of Law

Juris Doctor

JD OPTIONS OFFERED (ALL 6CP)
COMPARATIVE LAW

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

INTERNATIONAL LAW

––

78296 Postgraduate
Exchange Subject 1

––

78156 International Environmental
Law: Policy and Implementation

––

78153 International Commercial
Transactions

––

78297 Postgraduate
Exchange Subject 2

––

78023 International Trade Law
and the Environment

––

78010 International Criminal Law

––

78206 International Organisations

78298 Postgraduate
Exchange Subject 3

––

78242 Property Rights
and the Environment

––

77716 International Trade Law

78299 Postgraduate
Exchange Subject 4

FAMILY AND HEALTH LAW

––

78158 Private International Law

––
––

––

78255 Australian Family Law

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL LAW

––

78129 Child Law in Australia

––

78243 Advanced Trusts Law

––

78105 Genetics and the Law

––

78026 Business Law in China

––

77734 Law and Medicine

––

78107 Climate Law and Carbon
Markets

––

78150 Law and Mental Health

––

78245 Public Health Law

––

78271 Special Topics in Elder Law

––

78265 Commercial Contracts

––

78220 Commercial Equity

––

78216 Competition Law
in a Global Context

––

78126 Corporate Governance

––

78122 Corporate Insolvency

––

78181 Deceptive Trade Practices

––

78214 Finance Law

––

77930 Insurance Law

––

78244 Mergers and Acquisitions Law

––

78113 Securities Regulation

HUMAN RIGHTS LAW
––

78257 Australian Discrimination Law

––

78229 Disability and the Law

––

78182 Human Rights Law

––

78222 Law of Slavery
and Human Trafficking

INDUSTRIAL & EMPLOYMENT LAW
––

78246 Employment Law

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
––

77903 Copyright Law

CRIMINAL LAW

––

77893 Designs Law and Practice

––

––

78015 Global Aspects of Intellectual
Property Law

––

78270 Crime, Victims
and Criminal Justice

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

LAW IN PRACTICE
––

78294 Experiential Law and
Practice

––

78295 Global Professional
Experience Project

––

78292 Local Legal
Internship Program

LEGAL THEORY
––

78218 Animal Law and Policy in
Australia

––

78236 Environmental Ethics

––

78239 Feminist Perspectives on
Law and Justice

––

78238 History and Theory of
Intellectual Property

––

78235 Justice

––

78210 Law and Literature

––

78241 Reading the Law: Language,
Power and Ideology

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS
––

78180 Converging Media Industries:
Regulatory Challenges

78258 Intellectual Property
and Human Rights

––

78166 Media and Entertainment
Law and Regulation

––

78186 Intellectual Property
and Traditional Knowledge

––

78248 Privacy and Surveillance:
Law and Policy
78178 Telecommunications Law
and Regulations

––

77746 Advanced Mediation

––

78247 Collaborative Law

––

79771 Dispute Resolution

––

78173 Dispute Resolution
in Civil Practice

––

78188 Intellectual Property
Commercialisation

––

––

77761 Dispute Resolution
in Commerce

––

78184 Intellectual Property:
Law and Policy

RESEARCH
––

––

77760 Family Dispute Resolution

78259 International Intellectual
Property Moot (Oxford)

78291 Experiential Legal Research

78138 Facilitation

––

––

––
––

78029 Mediation Practice

––

77898 Patent Law

78101 Postgraduate Legal
Research
77740 Research Paper

77745 Negotiation

77891 Patent Systems

––

––

––

––

77850 Psychology
and Dispute Resolution

––

77889 Trade Marks Law

––

77890 Trade Marks Practice

––

77867 Workplace Dispute Resolution

TECHNOLOGY AND LAW
––

78252 Legal Perspectives
on the Internet

––

78266 Special Topics in Disruptive
Technologies and the Law

Some electives are offered only once every two years
Full subject descriptions and indicative subject outlines are available via handbook.uts.edu.au/law
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Meet our
experts

‘Above World
Standard’
Professor Katherine Biber
BA Hons, LLB Hons, MCrim Hons, Phd
Katherine is a legal scholar, historian and
criminologist, and her research examines
criminal evidence, documentation and
visual culture. Her research underpins
her teaching in the latest aspects of
evidence such as visual identification and
documentary evidence in the digital era.
Katherine received a prestigious Discovery
Project grant for her research on infamous
Australian outlaw Jimmy Governor. By
critically examining the legal processes
applied to Governor, her research will
improve our understanding of Australia’s
enduring legal institutions and the extent
to which they were influenced by acts of
criminal dissidence.
Teaches in:
––
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Evidence

UTS Law’s research is defined
by its scholarly rigour, practical
orientation, and rich diversity. The
Commonwealth Government’s 2015
Excellence in Research for Australia
(ERA) assessment found that the
quality of our research eclipsed more
established Australian law schools
and is well above the national
average for the Law discipline.
UTS Law received a ranking of
‘Above World Standard’
arc.gov.au/era

Faculty of Law

Juris Doctor

Associate Professor Thalia Anthony
LLB (Hons I), BA (Hons), MCrim, PhD
Thalia’s expertise is in the areas of criminal
law and procedure, and Indigenous people
and the law. Her research has impacted on
policy development and public debates in
relation to remedies for wrongs inflicted on
Indigenous peoples. Thalia’s work is driving
the development of strategies to embed
Indigenous cultural competencies in UTS
Law curricula. She recently received an
ARC Linkage Grant for a national project
that investigates the criminalisation of
poverty and homelessness in Australia.
Teaches in:
––

Criminal Law and Procedure

––

Criminology

––

Indigenous Peoples and the Law

––

Strategic Litigation Chair

Associate Professor Penny Crofts
BEc, LLB (Hons), LLM, MPhil,
PhD Philosophy
David Carter
BA Comms, LLB (Hon I), GradDip Theol.,
LLM (Research)
A past Quentin Bryce Law Doctoral Fellow,
David is an expert in the legal, regulatory
and governance challenges of health
care service delivery. Health has been
a recurring theme in his legal career: he
teaches across areas such as health law;
quality, safety and cost in health care;
and comparative health care systems,
and he completed a Master of Laws (LLM)
by research on the use of HIV-related
criminal offences in the governance of
HIV transmission. His research interests
span law and medicine, commercial
and business law in health care, health
practitioner regulation and public
health law, among others. He is currently
developing an interdisciplinary approach
to the criminal prosecution of iatrogenic
(healthcare-related) deaths in
Australian hospitals.

Penny is an international expert on
criminal law, models of culpability and the
legal regulation of the sex industry. Her
teaching intersects with a comprehensive
program of research that calls for a
critical response to existing models of
culpability that are enforced by criminal
law. Penny’s analysis of criminal legal
models of wickedness has contributed
to a jurisprudence of blameworthiness,
and many of her recommendations for the
legal regulation of brothels have informed
Parliamentary debates, influenced council
planning policies and shaped proposed
law reforms.
Teaches in:
––

Criminal Law

––

Jurisprudence

––

Wickedness and Vice

Teaches in:
––

Criminal Law and Procedure

––

Justice
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Sleeves up, hands on:
experiential learning
opportunities
Nothing prepares you for the real world like hands-on
experience. With our experiential learning opportunities, you
can apply your theoretical knowledge in professional contexts,
connect with likeminded students and academic mentors, and
take your law degree all over the world.
UTS LAW STUDENTS’ SOCIETY
MOOTING
Find your voice with our award-winning
mooting program and develop skills that
are coveted by future employers. You’ll
gain courtroom experience, research
skills and the ability to persuasively argue
a case in court. Work your way up from
junior competitions through to meritbased national, international and intervarsity moots, with expert coaching from
UTS Law academics.

LOCAL LEGAL INTERNSHIP
Build your networks and work-readiness
with a local legal internship. Placements
are available at Redfern Legal Centre’s
International Student Clinic, or in the
legal departments of Stockland or Toyota
Finance Australia Ltd. You’ll gain practical
legal experience, see the law in action and
benefit from UTS Law’s extensive
industry connections.

MENTORING PROGRAMS
A UTS Law degree doesn’t have to be a
solitary experience. In fact, our mentoring
opportunities can support you through
different stages of your course. The First
Year Mentoring Program connects you with
peers and senior law students to help you
develop your legal study skills. At the top of
your game? Our High Achievers’ Mentoring
Program matches peak performers with
influential legal experts, including The Hon
Michael Kirby AC CMG, The Hon Ronald
Sackville and Judge Ann Ainslie-Wallace.
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Looking for your people? The UTS Law
Students’ Society is a student-run
organisation that represents and promotes
the interests of students like you. Access
career support through newsletters and
careers guides, build your professional
capabilities with legal advocacy and skills
competitions, and get connected with
social and networking events. You can also
have your say through our Postgraduate
Representative to ensure the graduate
voice is heard. utslss.com

GLOBAL PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE PROJECT
What better way to gain real-world
experience than by setting out into
the real – big, wide – world? The Global
Professional Experience Project is an
international internship subject that
gives you the chance to take your
law degree overseas. You’ll spend
approximately four weeks on placement
with one of our international partners,
working on a real legal project and
considering the law and related policy
issues in a global context.

GLOBAL EXCHANGE
Get an international perspective on the law
with the UTS Global Exchange program.
You can study for one or two sessions at
a partner university in Asia, Europe or
the Americas – without extending your
degree. That’s right: while you’re off seeing
the world, you’ll continue receiving credit
for your UTS Juris Doctor, so you can still
graduate on time.
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Social justice
at the core
The law is a powerful tool for enacting
social justice – and we want you to see
it in action. We’ve developed a series of
subjects, projects and internships that’ll
get you up close and personal with the law
and its contribution to the greater good.

BRENNAN JUSTICE AND
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Justice consciousness, idealism and a
sense of service – these are the values
of the Brennan Justice and Leadership
Program. You’ll build intellectual, service
and leadership capabilities, and engage
with lectures and discussion on themes
of justice and its social context. You’ll also
put the concept of service into practice by
taking on volunteer positions throughout
your degree – and you’ll do it all as part
of an innovative program that’s unique
to UTS. The result? You’ll gain theoretical
knowledge, practical experience and
a network of connections beyond the
curriculum of your law degree, and
become a champion of social justice
along the way.

APPLIED HUMAN
RIGHTS FIELDWORK

EXPERIENTIAL LAW
AND PRACTICE
Hands-on experience? There’s no better
way to build practical legal skills. With the
Experiential Law and Practice subject, you’ll
spend eight weeks working in a government
or non-government agency, observing
how the law can drive social change.
Placement partners include Legal Aid NSW,
the Shopfront Youth Legal Centre, the NSW
Office of the Ombudsman, Anti-Slavery
Australia, Native Title Service Provider for
Aboriginal Traditional Owners in NSW and
ACT, and the Aboriginal Legal Service.

A proactive approach to impacting
disadvantaged communities is what this
fieldwork program is all about. You’ll start
with the theory, studying development,
economic and social rights, and the
practice of human rights. Next, you’ll take
what you’ve learned and apply it in the field
with the 40K Globe Program. Created by
a UTS Law Grad, 40K is centred around
a four-week placement in a developing
country where you’ll build a social
business that delivers revenue to the local
community. You’ll also teach the local kids –
many of whom live in poverty or have limited
access to education – while you’re there.
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Becoming
a lawyer

In Australia, legal practice
is regulated at state level.
In NSW you must satisfy the requirements of the Legal
Profession Admission Board (LPAB) in order to practise
law. The study path for entry to the legal profession in NSW
begins with undertaking an accredited law degree. Then, in
order to be eligible for admission to practice, it is necessary
to complete an accredited program of practical legal
training (PLT).

UTS is the only university in Sydney
to offer both these components.
Further information on gaining admission as a lawyer
in New South Wales is provided by Legal Profession
Admission Board (LPAB) via lpab.justice.nsw.gov.au

Lawyers, solicitors
and barristers
Lawyer is a broad term that refers to both solicitors
and barristers.
For the most part, solicitors provide general legal advice
to their clients. Their role also includes settling disputes,
drafting documents, directing negotiations and/or
representing their clients in court or tribunal proceedings.
Barristers are specialist advocates and spend the majority
of their practice presenting cases in court or formal
hearings on behalf of their clients. Barristers are likely to
specialise in certain areas of the law, for example criminal
law. They also provide specialist legal advice and act as
mediators, arbitrators, referees or conciliators. Barristers
are independent practitioners and are generally referred
clients by solicitors who provide the background ‘brief’
on a case.
For more information visit:
NSW Law Society: lawsociety.com.au
NSW Bar Association: nswbar.asn.au
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UTS LAW: ONE STOP LEGAL EDUCATION

ACCREDITED LEGAL
QUALIFICATION
(minimum 3 years)
––

Postgraduate
Juris Doctor (JD)

Offered
at UTS

or
––

Undergraduate
Bachelor of Laws (LLB)

PRACTICAL LEGAL
TRAINING (PLT)

Offered
at UTS

(minimum 1 session)
––

Coursework subjects

––

Practical Experience placement

BAR EXAMS
ADMISSION TO
LEGAL PRACTICE

2 exams - material examined
includes:

––

Apply for a Certificate
of Admission

––

‘Ethics for barristers’

––

‘Aspects of evidence’

––

Attend the Supreme Court of
NSW Admission Ceremony
(Compulsory)

––

‘Practice and procedure
for barristers’

––

Apply for a Practising Certificate

Bar Preparation
Program offered
at UTS

THE READING PROGRAMME
RESTRICTED PRACTISING
CERTIFICATE - SOLICITOR
––

2 years supervised legal practice

––

Bar Practice Course

––

12 months’ reading period with
one or more barristers (tutors)
of not less than seven years’
standing

Un-restricted Practising Certificate

Practising Certificate

Solicitor

Barrister
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Practical
Legal Training
Practise is great, but practice makes
perfect, especially when it comes to a legal
career. Already got a law degree? Practical
legal training is a mandatory requirement
for admission to practise law in NSW, and
the Graduate Certificate in Professional
Legal Practice will get you over the line.
You’ll experience university-standard teaching combined
with interactive content and practice-oriented exercises
that bridge the gap between knowledge and professional
practice. You’ll develop the advanced knowledge and
skills required for a legal career, including judgement,
adaptability and an ethical mindset. Best of all, you’ll be
studying at a trailblazing institution: UTS was the first
university in Sydney to offer practical legal training.

1. LEGAL AND PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Graduate Certificate
in Professional Legal
Practice

Addresses the necessary skills and ethical obligations to
be an effective lawyer, including client-centred practice
and the obligations relating to a solicitor’s trust account.

Course Code: 		

C11232

Duration: 			
			

1 session full-time
2 sessions part-time

The UTS PLT Program consists of four subjects:

2. TRANSACTIONAL PRACTICE
Focuses on the law, practice, procedure and skills to
enable graduates to conduct and advise on Property
Transactions and Commercial Transactions.

3. LITIGATION AND ESTATE PRACTICE
Covers the practice and procedures of Civil Litigation
Practice, Wills and Estate Practice and Family Law
Practice or Criminal Law Practice.

4. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
Undertake a minimum of 15 weeks of full-time (or equivalent
part-time) work experience in a legal office environment.

Teaching Mode:
Option to study on-campus or distance mode
(with 2-4 days on-campus attendance).
Admission requirements:
Bachelor of Laws, Juris Doctor or equivalent.
Completion of this qualification does not guarantee entry. Offers are
based on academic merit and are made on a competitive basis.

Fees and FEE-HELP:

Once you have completed your academic law study and
your Practical Legal Training, you may make an application
for admission to the Supreme of Court of NSW to practise
as a lawyer.

Eligible students can apply for FEE-HELP to help cover
the tuition fees for this course. See page 38 for details.

See lpab.justice.nsw.gov.au

All PLT subjects are offered every Autumn, Spring
and Summer sessions.

Subject Availability:

Available intakes: Autumn, Spring and Summer sessions
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WHAT POSITION DO YOU CURRENTLY
HOLD AND WHERE?
Advocate for Students at a University.

WHAT DOES YOUR JOB INVOLVE?
I assist students in navigating and understanding the often
complex procedures and policies of a University. Other
aspects include dispute resolution, guiding them through
discipline processes and general support.

HOW DID YOU FIND PRACTICAL
LEGAL TRAINING AT UTS?

NICHOLAS COMMINS
Graduate, Juris Doctor (Hons)
Graduate Certificate of Professional
Legal Practice

I studied the course part-time. I had the advantage of taking
the Legal Professional Skills unit over summer as a nice way
to ease into the program. The on-campus sessions with the
workshops were enlightening and enjoyable. Having skilled
practitioners for various modules meant we weren’t learning
from just a book or practice note, we were learning from real
practitioners who brought with them a wealth of experience
and know-how.

WHAT ARE THE MOST USEFUL OR IMPORTANT
THINGS YOU LEARNED FROM YOUR STUDIES?
Studying at UTS has been professional development and
career enhancement. I’ve learnt that while a law degree
will teach you about law, it is only half the story until you
undertake PLT. The idea that sending a simple but well
crafted letter to resolve an issue is quite potent. As such I
am very satisfied UTS has helped me to be prepared for the
next stages of my legal career through its programs as well
as reputation for producing quality graduates with strong
problem solving and initiative skills.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Graduate Certificate in Professional Legal Practice

Practical
6CP
0CP
6CP
6CP
75424 Legal
75422
75423
Practical
= and Professional + Transactional + Litigation and + 75411
Legal
Experience
Skills
Practice
Estate Practice
Training
Important note: The Graduate Certificate in Professional Legal Practice comprises a total of 24 credit points.

All JD students receive automatic 6 credit points of credit recognition
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Graduate Employment

Sam Garner
Graduate Resourcing Manager
King & Wood Mallesons

WHO DO YOU CURRENTLY WORK
FOR, WHAT IS YOUR ROLE TITLE,
AND WHAT IS ITS FOCUS?
I’m the Graduate Resourcing Manager
for King & Wood Mallesons (KWM) and I
have overall responsibility to deliver one
of Australia’s market leading and largest
law student intakes of approximately 160
vacation clerks and 75 graduates.

WHY DO YOU LIKE WORKING
AT KWM?

WHY IS KWM INTERESTED IN
EMPLOYING UTS LAW GRADUATES?

What I appreciate most about the firm is
its continued investment in its people.
The training and support allows unrivalled
opportunities to develop and achieve
your goals.

At KWM we look for graduates who are
critical thinkers with a global outlook and
we know this is very much embedded in to
the UTS course structure.

WHAT IS YOUR IMPRESSION
OF UTS LAW GRADUATES?
I have been involved with the UTS Law
School for 16 years and I am always
incredibly impressed with the deep
professional skills the UTS graduates
develop as part of their course.
More recently we have also seen a very
strong focus on innovation from UTS Law
graduates. This was no more apparent
than at the KWM/UTS Breaking Law
Hackathon in March this year. It was
incredible to see multidisciplinary teams
from students across UTS collaborate with
KWM lawyers to develop technology driven
solutions to real-life legal problems.

WHAT WOULD YOU TELL A
GRADUATE THINKING ABOUT
WORKING AT KING & WOOD
MALLESONS?
KWM will offer you the opportunity to excel.
A career with us is unique and challenging
with clear rewards.

ANY FINAL THOUGHTS?
Choosing the right firm is an important
decision. Research what’s key to you as an
individual and make sure that’s on offer to
you as a graduate.

CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT KWM?
We differentiate KWM through our people.
We have the best people, doing the best
work for the best clients. Working in
collaborative, flexible teams we always
push the boundaries to deliver out of the
box solutions that create market firsts and
set new precedents.
We strive towards creating a great place
to work and grow where people across
the firm feel valued, have access to
the support they need to do their jobs
effectively and are offered development
opportunities tailored to their needs and
the chance to make a positive impact.
As a leading international law firm
headquartered in Asia, we connect Asia to
the world, and the world to Asia. We support
our Asian clients as they go offshore and
international clients as they do business
in Asia, helping them understand local
challenges, navigate through regional
complexity and find commercial solutions
that deliver a competitive advantage.
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Summer Clerkship
Programs
UTS Law participates in the Graduate Employment
and Summer Clerkship Program in conjunction
with major Sydney law firms and government
departments.
The programs are generally open to penultimate and final-year law students. Students
who participate develop a greater understanding of employment opportunities, gain
legal knowledge and add experience to their CV. These programs are co-ordinated by
the Law Society of NSW for the benefit of law firms in NSW and law schools.
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WHY DO YOU LIKE WORKING
AT ALLENS?

Lisa Millar
Graduate Resourcing
Consultant Sydney Allens

WHO DO YOU CURRENTLY WORK
FOR, WHAT IS YOUR ROLE TITLE,
AND WHAT IS ITS FOCUS?
I work at Allens as the Graduate
Resourcing Consultant for the Sydney
office managing the summer clerkship and
graduate programs. My aim is to recruit
quality lawyers to the firm who hopefully
one day will become partners and leaders
of the business.

CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT ALLENS?
Allens is a leading international law firm
with offices across Asia and Australia. We
have an integrated alliance with Linklaters,
a magic circle firm in the UK which allows
us to offer a seamless service across a
global network through 40 offices across
29 countries. We currently work with
many of the world’s leading organisations
including 55 of the world’s top 100
companies and more than 75 of Australia’s
top 100 companies.

I enjoy working at Allens because of the
people and the culture. The firm has a high
performance culture that I find motivating
and supportive. The work is challenging,
the people are innovative, the culture is
encouraging and together these elements
help you drive your career and achieve
your goals.

WHAT IS YOUR IMPRESSION
OF UTS LAW GRADUATES?
My impression is very positive. UTS
students are commercially focused and
practical in the workforce. We have a
strong UTS alumni tradition within the
firm that we would like to continue. UTS
graduates are top quality students, who
come across in the recruitment process in
a very positive manner.

WHY IS ALLENS INTERESTED
IN EMPLOYING UTS LAW
GRADUATES?
At Allens we pride ourselves on having a
diverse workforce, recruiting from a wide
range of universities. We’re interested
in UTS graduates as often they have
a commercial focus, and bring strong
qualities to the firm. For example, the
kinds of attributes we are looking for
from graduates are initiative, technical
excellence at the graduate level,
commerciality and resilience. Additionally,
we also look for well-rounded graduates
that can bring diversity and a fresh
perspective to the firm.

“UTS students
are commercially
focused and
practical in the
workforce.”
LISA MILLAR

WHAT WOULD YOU TELL A
GRADUATE THINKING ABOUT
WORKING AT ALLENS?
Allens is an excellent place to start your
career with plenty of opportunity to
progress. Our ‘Career Deal’ allows you
to progress at your own pace based on
performance, rather than time spent at the
firm. Our people are well supported, with
performance coaches and development
supervisors to support their growth and
help with their career progression. We
have a strong commitment to lifelong
learning, with market leading training
programs for all levels to help them reach
their potential. We also offer international
opportunities through our alliance with
Linklaters including secondments to
Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the US.
Graduate rotations to London are also on
offer at Linklaters. Beyond client work,
there are opportunities to get involved in
pro bono initiatives, charity work, as well as
the Women at Allens committee, the RAP
committee or the LGBTI committee.

ANY FINAL THOUGHTS?
Thanks for the opportunity and we
look forward to meeting UTS students
throughout their studies and once
they graduate.
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How to Apply & Fees
THE ACADEMIC YEAR

NON-AWARD STUDY

FEES

There are three teaching sessions at UTS:

Do you want to study a single subject
without committing to a full degree?
You can! It’s called non-award study
and it’s a great way to upgrade your
skills or just learn more about something
you enjoy. What’s even more exciting is
that any subjects you complete may be
recognised in future study. To apply, visit
uts.ac/non-award-study

If you’re studying a postgraduate by
coursework degree, you’ll need to pay
tuition fees. You can find out more
about what your degree will cost at
uts.edu.au/tuition-fee-calculator

––

Autumn Session: March to June

––

Spring Session: July to October

––

Summer Session: November to
February

While not all subjects offered by UTS are
currently run during Summer session,
make sure you check out which ones are
– it’s a great way to get ahead or to reduce
your study load during Autumn and
Spring Sessions.

LOCAL APPLICANTS:
COURSEWORK
In a postgraduate by coursework degree
you’ll attend tutorials and lectures, and
do assessments, like writing essays
and exams. Submit your application
for a postgraduate by coursework
degree online:
––

––

through the UTS Online
Application system at
uts.edu.au/pg-admissions, or
at one of our postgraduate expos or
postgraduate information sessions.
Find out everything you need to know
about upcoming information sessions
at law.uts.edu.au/events

COURSEWORK APPLICATION
CLOSING DATES
If you want to start studying at UTS in
either the Autumn of Spring sessions,
you need to apply by:
––

Autumn session: 31 January 2019

––

Spring session: 28 June 2019

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
If you’re an international student, head
to uts.edu.au/international to find the
course information, fees and application
details relevant to you.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
If you’ve studied overseas you may need
to demonstrate your English proficiency
by completing an English language test or
program recognised by UTS. The English
language results required to meet UTS
English language requirements for entry
are listed below.
––

IELTS (Academic): 6.5 overall,
writing 6.0

––

TOEFL (Internet-based): 79-93
overall, writing 21

––

PTE (Academic): 58-64

––

CAE: 176-184

––

AE5/AE6 (PASS): AE5

The TOEFL Paper Based Test is currently
being phased out by TOEFL. UTS will
continue to accept TOEFL PBT scores,
provided the test was taken within the
two years prior to application at UTS.
These requirements may apply
to you, even if you are not an
international student. Visit
uts.edu.au/english-languagerequirements to find out more.

CREDIT RECOGNITION
Credit recognition may be granted
on the basis of the recent successful
completion of equivalent law subjects
from another recognized university.
Conditions apply. Students should refer
to the credit recognition rules via
handbook.uts.edu.au/law

OFFERS
UTS will begin making postgraduate offers
for 2019 from 18 September 2018.
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If you do have to pay a fee and you’re
a local student, you may be eligible for
FEE-HELP, an Australian Government loan
scheme. Using FEE-HELP means you don’t
have to pay for your tuition fees up front.
More information can be found at
uts.edu.au/government-help-schemes
You can choose to repay your FEE-HELP
loan simply by notifying your employer
who will then withhold your payments
through the PAYG tax system. You can also
make payments directly to the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO). And, if your
postgraduate degree is related to your
employment, your tuition fees may be tax
deductible. For more information, contact
your financial advisor.

ALUMNI ADVANTAGE
If you’ve already completed a degree
at UTS then you’re eligible for the
Alumni Advantage program, which
offers a 10% savings on full fee paying
degree programs. Find out if you’re
eligible for Alumni Advantage at
alumni.uts.edu.au/advantage

TIMETABLE INFORMATION
Do you like to plan ahead? Then check
out the UTS Timetable Planner. The
online tool lets you see the timetable
for the current session, so you can get
an idea about when the subjects for your
degree may be scheduled and offered.
Visit timetable.uts.edu.au

CONTACT UTS
UTS Student Centre
Let’s talk! Make an enquiry with our
friendly team.
Phone: 1300 ASK UTS (1300 275 887)
Online enquiry: ask.uts.edu.au
Web: law.uts.edu.au

Faculty
FacultyofofLaw
Law

Juris
JurisDoctor
Doctor

“Today, a legal education
is not just about training
students to be legal
practitioners but also
professionals within the
discipline of law to equip
them to function in a
dynamic environment.”
PROFESSOR LESLEY HITCHENS
Dean UTS Law

Disclaimer: Courses and electives are offered
subject to numbers. The information in this
brochure is provided for Australian and New Zealand
Citizens and Australian Permanent Residents.
If you are an international student, please consult
the International Course Guide available from UTS
International. Information is correct at time of
printing (August 2018) and is subject to change
without notice. Changes in circumstances after
this date may alter the accuracy or currency of
the information. UTS reserves the right to alter any
matter described in this brochure without notice.
Readers are responsible for verifying information
that pertains to them by contacting the university.
Images: Toby Burrows, Anna Zhu, FJ Gaylor,
Andrew Worssam
22458 OCT 2018
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Connect with us
UTS Faculty of Law
UTSLaw
UTS Faculty of Law

Law Postgraduate
Information Events
See upcoming information events at
law.uts.edu.au
UTS CRICOS 00099F
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